Duo &
Cisco Umbrella
Protect users and secure access to
applications — everywhere

Securing access to the internet
and applications has never been
more important.
Your users connect from many locations

Duo Security’s multi-factor authentication

and devices, and use cloud services to get

(MFA) lets you verify the identity of

work done. You need to protect against

all users — before granting access to

phishing, malware, and compromised

corporate applications. Delivered from

accounts — anywhere your users work.

the cloud for fast deployment, Umbrella

Umbrella and Duo can help.

and Duo enable you to uncover shadow
IT, secure the use of sanctioned cloud

Umbrella provides the first line of defense

applications, and offer powerful protection

against threats on the internet wherever

against phishing and other threats.

users go, and delivers visibility into all cloud
services in use across your environment,
with the ability to block risky applications.

A secure internet gateway that provides the
first line of defense against threats on the
internet, anywhere users go.

Duo Security, now part of Cisco, is the
leading provider of trusted access security
and multi‑factor authentication.

+ P
 rotect against malware, ransomware, & C2
callbacks with no added latency

+ P
 rotect against compromised credentials,
phishing and other access threats

+ G
 ain visibility into internet activity across all
locations and users

+ V
 erify the identity of all users with strong
two‑factor authentication with a variety
of methods

+ Scale from small sites to million‑user
deployments

+ Secure access to any application

“Deploying Umbrella was so easy that
we were unprepared for the dramatic
and immediate results it netted. We
did not expect a single product to
move the needle so much or so fast.”

“With Duo, we are able to solve
several problems and consolidate
several projects, such as MFA, SSO,
endpoint and mobile visibility, while
reducing our overall security risks.”

Chris Langford

Galo Andrade

Director of Network, Infrastructure and Cyber Security

Systems Engineer

Lewisville Independent School District

Eastridge Workforce Solutions

Ready to get started?
Get worldwide threat protection in minutes.
Try Umbrella free for 14 days.

Get complete trusted access now.
Try Duo free for 30 days.

signup.umbrella.com

signup.duo.com
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